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Shell and Microsoft
Shell invests in safety with Azure, AI, and
machine vision to better protect customers
and service champions
Shell is now piloting a new machine vision system at
retail locations. By applying advanced artificial
intelligence techniques, the system can automatically
predict and detect unsafe actions in a shop or
forecourt and alert staff so that they can intervene.
It’s being applied with an eye toward Goal Zero—
Shell’s ambition to achieve no harm and no leaks
across all of its operations.
An onsite camera captures footage of the situation, and image processing
running on the device via Microsoft Azure IoT Edge identifies the potential safety
issue. It relays the image through Azure IoT Hub to the cloud, where deep
learning and artificial intelligence (AI) models running via Azure Databricks
detect patterns that match a cigarette. This information is immediately sent to
the gas station, where it pops up as an alert on the computer dashboard of the
station manager—one of Shell’s service champions. Before the customer can
take another drag on his cigarette, the manager disables the pump to avoid any
potential incident.

With Azure, we not only get an intelligent
cloud, we get an intelligent edge, which helps
us automatically identify and respond to
safety hazards in near real time
— Daniel Jeavons:
General Manager for Data Science, Shell

Fueling innovation: When stopping for gas
becomes a connected, customized experience
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Kwik Chek wanted to take
customer service to the next
level by replacing manual
point-of-sale (POS) processes
with cashless mobile payment
and a hosted, cloud-based,
device independent
POS solution in stores.

A web-based solution
collects e-commerce site
data and point-of-sale
store data with Azure
HDInsight, and produces
insights through Azure
Machine Learning and
Power BI.
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Increases customer loyalty with
convenience and personalized
service with digital offers
Operational efficiencies
transform business operations,
connecting stores with the
mobile commerce platform
within four hours

“The mobile experience and loyalty program create a one-to-one relationship
between us and our customers. Having a customer’s data really helps us offer them
the best possible service, customized to their preferences and needs.”
— Kevin Smartt, CEO, Kwik Chek

National Oilwell Varco
enhances sales and service
operations
Field service is the link between our customers and
manufacturing, and with Microsoft Dynamics 365 and
Power BI, we’re able to better understand our
customers’ needs, identify the appropriate resources
for each task, and effectively address the issue,
creating a seamless experience.
— Clay Williams, Chairman, President, and CEO
National Oilwell Varco

E.ON develops highly-secure
smart and efficient connected
home solution
By teaming up with Microsoft and leveraging Azure Sphere
we can leverage the opportunity and power of IoT and AI in a
highly secure, trusted and scalable way

— Alex Cirlan
Head of Global Domain – HEM and Software, E.ON

Information are stored in Energy Management Box data security - data is protected by Microsoft Azure Sphere, Microsoft’s
solution for securing devices connected to the internet. This central connection guarantees that the entire system is much
less susceptible to external attacks.
 Azure Sphere-certified microcontrollers
 Azure Sphere OS, an operating system specially developed for secure IoT applications
 Azure Sphere Security Service, a turnkey cloud service that provides ongoing security updates to connected devices
to ensure they remain secured as threats evolve.

